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What is succession planning?  Succession planning is the ongoing process of reviewing 

leadership talent in your lab by identifying those successors to critical roles and developing 

them.  The individuals will then be ready to move into those leadership roles through training, 

mentoring, and support.  Succession planning is usually associated with the director or other 

chief executive officer; however, review each division within your agency to identify essential 

individuals and their roles and prepare them for the future.   

 

But why not just hire replacement personnel?  Hiring replacements for positions is reactive, 

while succession planning is proactive.  Replacing personnel narrows your approach and is 

usually under a deadline. It is also restrictive; you are hiring the best person available at that time 

rather than the best person for the job. And it is usually only based on the current job description. 

What are additional benefits to succession planning?  During emergencies, you have qualified 

staff to step in, and it allows you a predictable path for leadership transitions. 

 

During a 2014 roundtable that included many laboratory directors, one of the concerns was 

succession planning.  Max Houck presented the ultimate question, how are we to "onboard, plan 

for, train, manage, and retire the people we hire in a way that helps the organization? (p.68)." 

One difficulty is the range of experience versus the educational attainment of staff in many 

laboratories. As laboratory personnel becomes more science educated, how do we reconcile our 

currently aging workforce with the newly trained forensic scientists?  What was pointed out is 

that currently, we have four generations in the workforce. Many labs have staff with years of 

experience but limited higher education, and others with advanced degrees have little experience 

making succession planning even more difficult. Do you promote the experienced individual 

who may leave the organization sooner rather than later or the younger staff member with 

advanced degrees and limited lab experienced? You do both. Groom as many staff as possible 

for movement within the lab.  Through training, mentorship, and a supportive environment, you 

enable all staff the opportunity to grow within your agency. To get to this point, there are steps 

you may follow.  

 

First, there is potential among your staff, look for it. Do not reject internal candidates out of 

hand; however, whether the candidate comes from within or is an incoming candidate, select 

individuals who demonstrate a capacity to lead. Second, make sure that the candidates 

understand your organizational culture. Do not downplay this concern; the lab needs to function 

well, and disruptions in the values, behaviors, and shared visions are detrimental to any 

organization. Lastly, seek sources of support, such as others in leadership positions, including 

other staff, and any other group that could help (or inhibit) your candidate's growth. And make 

sure the candidate is recognized as a legitimate leader by the staff.  The candidate needs tools to 

succeed.      
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The process requires reviewing your organization's strategic plan by documenting and 

establishing your laboratory/agency's direction. For example, in addition to your future 

workforce needs, will your laboratory change its location, change its functions, or have any other 

large changes due to the workforce, infrastructure, or future trends in forensics? The strategic 

plan allows you to record your mission and long-term goals by creating the action plans you will 

use to reach your goals. Therefore, through a structured plan, you can assess your current 

workforce, forecast future trends, and develop your employees to replace leaders as they retire or 

depart. 

 

• Assess your organization: what are your future needs? Chart out your workforce and their 

ages.  Compare the two, do you see gaps between your workforce and your needs?  

• Determine key positions: will your agency's output be paused if specific personnel leave 

the organization? 

• Identify and assess candidates. Who is currently available? Are incoming candidates 

qualified? 

• Create developmental plans for hiring, training, and retaining your staff. Implement 

development strategies such as on-the-job coaching, training sessions, shadowing, job 

rotations, and job enrichment programs.    

• Measure your success by monitoring and evaluating. Report out to leaders and make 

revisions from your staff's recommendations and present and upcoming agency needs.  

• Review your needs frequently, more often when changes are rapid. 

 

If you can manage to plot your course, you will be able to mitigate any future issues.  This is 

particularly important when emergencies arise, and staff is needed to fill in the gaps. Be 

prepared.  
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